We propose a flexible shared-per-group (SPG) architecture for wavelength selective switch (WSS)-based reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs) to support dynamic datacenter wavelength-convertible networks. The key components of this module are grouping installed tunable wavelength converter (TWCs) and tunable filter (TFs). Using the SPG architecture, the demands that collide among different outputs will be all-optically resolved by a combination of TWCs and TFs without installing any switch matrix devices. Thus, the proposed SPG architecture may produce better blocking performance than the conventional shared-per-link, shared-per-wavelength architectures consuming lower costs. Meanwhile, analytical model is proposed to evaluate the SPG blocking probability by means of the self-constrained iteration method. Accurate results showed that SPG architecture requires the number of groups larger than the number of ports to produce the optimal blocking performance, saving 50% of TWCs under high and moderate traffic loads.
Introduction
Dramatically increasing traffic will be observed not only in the wide area networks but also in megadatacenters, where the aggregated bandwidth is estimated to increase beyond 1 Ebps in 2030 [1] . Replacing power-hungry electrical switches with optical switches can not only substantially resolve the energy issue of the network, but also necessitate a centralized control plane that is separated from data plane. It is easily generalized from these cases that the optical switches, such as reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs), are crucial to the metro area networks because they support dynamic photonic layer switching without manual intervention.
As the optical network evolve from a simple ring topology to mesh networks, WSS based ROADM are more attractive than the conventional one for lower complexity and flexibility in upgrade. Contrary to the conventional ROADM, which adopts demux-switch-mux architectures to split and switch wavelengths in color and space respectively [2] - [5] , the emergence of Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS) enables the ROADM to exchange wavelength channels in both domains simultaneously [6] - [10] . Since WSS can select arbitrary number of wavelengths from the input port to output fiber independent of wavelengths, the WSS based ROADMs avoids the unnecessary demux-mux process to split each wavelength channels into single instances. In particular, WSS based ROADM architecture will meet special constraints when wavelength conversion are considered.
Wavelength contention will occur when two or more wavelengths competing for the same output simultaneously. Contention can be resolved either in: wavelength domain by wavelength converters (WC) [11] - [13] ; time domain by fiber delay lines (FDLs) [14] ; space domain by deflection routing [15] . Wavelength conversion is the most effective way and is discussed a lot one decade ago. However, one important prerequisite for those wavelength conversion schemes [11] - [13] is that all incoming wavelength sets are independently split into single instances even if they do not need any wavelength conversion. As aforementioned, WSS is a device that can select each wavelength as a subset to its output port. In fact, WSS based ROADM tackles wavelength as subsets and it may be too costly to split each wavelength apart. In the worst case, a completely set of Demux-switch-Mux devices is needed. Therefore, conventional schemes are incompatible to WSS based ROADM, and there is a need to probe an adequate way to implement wavelength conversions.
To overcome this shortcoming, a novel TWC sharing scheme, namely the shared-per-group (SPG) architecture, has been proposed recently [16] and its performance has been evaluated in asynchronous context to simulate the circuit switching context in WSS. In this scheme, TWCs are grouped together to the input so that all collided requests may exploit any of the TWCs irrespective of the destination fiber link. In addition, an analytical approach is proposed and validated through simulations in the presence of balanced traffic and the results are also compared with the full configuration schemes. This paper focuses on the performance analysis of the SPG switch in asynchronous context which has not been addressed before to the best of our knowledge. This paper also provides computationally efficient analytical models based on Markov chains and fixedpoint iterations, to evaluate the blocking probability arising in such converter sharing schemes when the request arrival process is Poisson and request lengths are exponentially distributed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the SPG sharing architectures. Section III presents analytical models for the SPG schemes taking asynchronous circuit switching systems into account. In Section IV, we not only validate the proposed models using simulations but also study their performance as a function of the number of converters used in the system, traffic load, and the distribution of traffic intensity over different output fibers. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
Share-per-Group Architecture for WSS based ROADM

Architecture Overview
More recently, we've proposed a shared-per-group scheme to resolve wavelength contention without any switching matrix [16] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed architecture has n groups organizing m (tunable filters (TFs) and tunable wavelength converters (TWCs) in each group. It provides n additional light paths for each wavelength channel from every input port to each output port. Upon wavelength contention, one or more of the tunable filters are tuned to the wavelengths to be converted, and the selected wavelengths are then converted by the tunable wavelength converters to their targeted wavelengths. Afterwards, the converted wavelengths are coupled to the WSS on the next stage. As the TWCs are grouped together, this scheme is referred to as shared-per-group (SPG) architecture.
The advantage of this structure is lower complexity than other structures. Recall that in DSM-ROADM, the scale of switch could be as large as (NM+mn)×(NM+mn) whereas in [17] colorless mux and demux (1×M and M×1) in add drop part are required in each bank. In contrast, 1×(N) WSSs are required in this structure to mitigate conversion. In most cases, the cost is reduced significantly because N is much smaller than M. In this scheme, TWCs are accessible by every input port so that all contended requests can exploit any of the TWCs irrespective of their destination fiber link.
The SPG structure is a scalable practice even if M or N increases. Both of WSS and optical splitter can be cascaded to guarantee larger input/output ports. As m increases, the loss of combiner may rise as issue. In fact, the output power of TWC is determined by the power of pump laser rather than the input wavelength [18] . In experiments, the setup of TWC always includes EDFA [18] [19] , which may largely compensate the loss of combiner. As under-mentioned, the traditional Sharedper-Node, Shared-per-Link, and Shared-per-Wavelength structures are special cases of the SPG structure.
SPG Structure: A Generalization of the traditional SPN, SPW and SPL schemes
To begin with as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , SPG structure can be easily transformed to the SPN structure when m equals to 1. Since there exists just one TWC within each group, the SPG structure might be further simplified by removing combiner and splitters at the entrance and exit. SPG structure consists of one splitter and WSS for each TWC so that any wavelength channel can share n TWCs from any input port to any output port. Also SPG structure will be flexibly changed into SPW or SPL structures as long as the wavelength conversion is conducted according to their wavelengths or links. According to Fig. 2(b) , the SPG structure can be transformed into SPW structure if m equals to M. Thus these TWC groups will provide n additional light paths for each wavelength channel from every input port to every output port. Each wavelength shares n TWCs, and then, the tunable filters and the splitters may be replaced by demultiplexers for simplicity. According to Fig. 2(c) , the SPG structure can be flexibly changed into SPL structures if n equals to N, also the WSSs on the second stage (green) might be removed for simplicity. Such practice is similar to SPL structure and enables each input link share m TWCs. Our object is to probe the relationship of blocking performance against different combination of n and m, under which the SPG structure may produce the equivalent blocking performance of the SPN structure at a lower cost. , and SPL (c) structures. Some simplifications are made to clarify the structure. In (a), the combiner/splitters at the entrance and exit of group might be removed. In (b), m is assigned to M, and the tunable filters and the splitters may be replaced by demultiplexers. In (c), n is assigned to N, and the WSSs on the second stage (green) are removed.
Blocking Scenarios in the WSS-ROADM with SPG TWCs
In addition to overflow blocking, which occurs when a new arriving request finds all M wavelengths on its output port occupied, there are still three blocking scenarios under the WSS-ROADM with Shared-per-Group TWCs. Upon wavelength contention, the new arriving request (say, with input wavelength λ a ) will still be blocked if, at the moment of arrival, i) all TWCs are occupied; ii) λ a at the input of every TWC group is occupied, i.e., there are already n existing requests being converted from λ a to some other wavelengths; and iii) there are available TWCs, but for all TWC groups, either all TWCs in a group is occupied, or λ a at the input of the TWC groups is occupied. For simplicity, Fig. 3 . Two interacting Markov models for SPG model (where η (f) is the average arrival rate of each request routing to output fiber f, v is introduced to describe the average arrival rate of the traffic routing to TWC groups, R SPG denotes the probability a contended request routed to TWC groups does not find an available converter, π
M is the probability when the arrival request finds all M wavelengths are occupied, and π (f ) l is the probability when the arrival request finds that l wavelengths are occupied on the output fiber f).
we will call the three types of blocking exhaustion blocking, group input blocking, and assignment blocking hereafter in this paper. As assignment blocking can be eliminated by reconfiguring the WSSs and TWCs upon happening, it will be neglected in our analysis, for simplicity reasons.
Analytical Model of Blockings in WSS-ROADMs with Shared-per-Group Wavelength Conversion
Two Markovian Occupancy Processes and Model Assumptions
In this model, we use similar interacting Markovian process as [17] , [18] to analyze the performance of WSS-ROADMs with TWC groups. In this model, there are two interacting processes: one of them is the tagged fiber process and the other one being the wavelength conversion process. In particular, the second Markov Chain, which is specially proposed for TWC groups, is used to model the TWC occupancy when incoming requests compete for free TWCs. The interaction processes are described as follows.
Similar to [18, Fig. 5] , the model to calculate overall blocking rate is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Their difference lies in the sharing schemes (such as SPN, SPL, SPW and SPG) adopted in Q 2 . A flow of requests (in Q 1 ) will be firstly divided into two: the bypass requests (in black), which pass the node with their original wavelengths, and the contended requests that need wavelength conversion (in green). The requests that need wavelength conversion (in green) will be sent to the second Markov Chain (in Q 2 ) to contend for a free converter. Finally, a proportion of traffic after conversion (in green) from the second Markov Chain will be accepted by the first Markov Chain (in Q 3 ). The sum of blockings of both Markov Chains (in red) will be seen as the overall blocking of the ROADM node. Note that only when there is idle wavelength channel on the output fiber makes the wavelength conversion meaningful, the requests that blocked due to overflow blocking (denoted red in Q 3 ) will be excluded from the second Markov Chain. Therefore, a feedback line from Q 3 to Q 2 is added to adjust the input load to Q 2 (NM•v) by calculating v, average arrival rate of the traffic routing to l is the conditional traffic intensity offered on the output fiber f, assuming l wavelengths are currently occupied on the output fiber, and β is the departure rate.) TWC groups excluding the overflow traffic. These two processes dictate interacting relationship and can be solved by self constrained iteration (SCI) method. The first Markov chain is illustrated in section B, whereas the second Markov chain is presented in Section C.
In conventional method [17] , [18] , the state space required to keep track of all the output fibers in the system as well as the converter groups would be enormously large making it impossible to solve the arising Markov chain. We therefore need to make the following two assumptions to be able to approximately solve this very complex problem. This model is built under the following assumptions:
First Fit algorithm is adopted in choosing available wavelengths to lower the complexity of transition states of the Markovian model for the converter groups. Otherwise, the state conditions will be more complicated because the random policy will find all available wavelengths channels optional. Thus, FF algorithm is considered in the setup process of models and random policy is left for future research.
We assumed that each TWC can be reconfigured that two other contentions are neglected in our models. Apart from the output coupling, wrongly placement of TWCs may also cause contention. If wavelength requests are randomly placed, contention will prevent the use of accessible TWCs at the chosen wavelength. Such contention is caused by inappropriate placement of TWCs and can be totally overcome by reconfiguring the TWCs, therefore it is neglected for simplicity.
Markov Occupancy Process for output fibers
Let us now focus on output fiber f. Similar to [17] , we set up the Markovian Occupancy Process for each output fibers (1)-(3). Assume η (f ) as the traffic intensity offered to fiber f. L (f ) t Let L (f ) (t) = l be the number of occupied channels on fiber f at time t, that is to say, l wavelengths are simultaneously occupied on fiber f. Then L (f ) (t) takes values in {0, 1 . . . , M } and its occupancy process is sketched in Fig. 4 . Define η (f ) l as the conditional traffic intensity offered on the output fiber f assuming l wavelengths are occupied on the output fiber f. η (f ) l is in fact the birth rate of the birth-death process in Fig. 3 and can be expressed as
The first term in (1) depicts the traffic bypasses the node without contention whereas the latter corresponds to the traffic after performing wavelength conversion. R SPG denotes the probability a contended request routed to TWC groups does not find an available TWC. Due to symmetry among wavelengths, this variable is the same for all the wavelengths. Given R SPG combining with the sumto-unity equation, the steady-state probability π (f ) l , (l = 0, 1, . . . , M ) for fiber f is known. Then the blocking probability for requests directed to fiber f is expressed in
The first term depicts the overflow blocking when the arrival request finds all M wavelengths are occupied. The second term corresponds to the sum of exhaustion blocking and group input blocking. This solving procedure is repeated for all f in 1 ≤ f ≤ N . Then, the overall blocking probability for the WSS-ROADM with TWC groups is as follows:
However, R SPG is not known yet. To evaluate this quantity, the variable v is introduced to describe the arrival rate of collided traffic. The intensity of the collided traffic can be simply written as
The numerator amounts to the total collided traffic from each output fibers whereas the denominator corresponds to the total traffic offered to ROADM. To evaluate the SPG architecture, the other Markovian occupancy process is needed to obtain R SPG .
Conditional Variables and Markovian Occupancy for SPG architecture
Different from other analytical models, which defines many conditional variables to describe how TWCs sharing take place inside the architectures [18] , the proposed analytical model pays no attention to the specific placement of TWCs. Instead, we focus on the statistics information of the collided traffic itself at the entrance of SPG architecture to obtain blocking performance in additional to occupancy of TWCs. Therefore, the proposed analytical models can adapt to reconfigurable architectures with flexibility. In total, there are N·M·v channels routed to the TWC groups. Two key factors will affect the blocking performance at the entrance of TWC groups: i) The current number of occupied TWCs, ii) The wavelengths that already occupy n TWCs, where n is the number of groups. The classification of wavelengths may clearly define both scenarios and will be helpful in constructing the state diagrams. Thus, the new variable a k is introduced to classify the collided wavelengths according to their number of currently occupied TWCs. Meanwhile, it can also indicate the occupancy of TWCs among groups irrespective of their colors. As aforementioned, the new variables a k have two functions: counting up the currently occupied TWCs and pointing out the group limits on the wavelength channels. The former is acquired by n k = 1 k · a k , while the latter can be directly indicated by a n .
Let {a 1 , . . . , a n } denotes the number of wavelengths occupying {1, · · · , m · n} TWCs respectively at time t. The process X (t) is a Markovian process on the state spaces S{a 1 , . . . , a n } where a k satisfy max(0,
To show this, we assume that the current state is π(a 1 , . . . , a n ). If a new collided request arrived, there are three possibilities: a) If the wavelength on which the request is riding has no instance in the SPG architecture, the request will be admitted and the process will jump to π (a 1 + 1, . . . , a n ) at time t + δ(t). b) that wavelength has k (k < n) instances in SPG scheme, if there is accessible TWC the request will be admitted and the process will jump to π (. . . , a k − 1, a k + 1 + 1, . . .) at time t + δ(t) . c) Otherwise, the request will be blocked leading to no state change. Since the incoming transition is also an outgoing transition from other states, these transitions are not repeatedly described for simplicity.
Without loss of generality, the state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 5 for state π(a 1 , . . . , a n ), where all state transitions of input/output are presented. These output states can be classified into three: The branches on the left leading to n k = 1 k · a k − 1 TWCs occupancy; the branches on the right leading to n k = 1 k · a k + 1 TWCs occupancy; the blocking scenarios that SPG architecture cannot accommodate and the current state stand still. Other states are the same and omitted for simplicity. The advantage of this state transition diagram is that the easy definition is irrelative to the number of N, M and the traffic load, the key element lies in n. However, the scale of states transition diagram will grow sharply as the n increases. For example, if n equals to 4 and m equals to 12, the total conditional states will be 12051 and will inevitably add difficulties in solving Markovian chains.
Let's now study the process underlying the total number of TWCs in use (denoted by X (t) at time (t) in the ROADM. Evidently, the process of X (t) keeps track of the j occupancy of TWCs and takes value in {0,1, . . . ,m·n}. To obtain the states in X (t) , F (a 1 , . . . , a n |j, n, M ) is helpful to denote the number of possible ways that these j TWCs in use are distributed over n groups of M wavelengths.
F(·|j,n,M) is satisfying
Here, a k is the number of wavelengths that occupy k TWCs in SPG scheme. Thus, the quantity of F(·|j,n,M) can obtained by the following recursion:
Since the all the possible ways of states are acquired by F (a 1 , . . . , a n |j, n, M ), the Markovian process can be set up by following the transition procedure illustrated in Fig. 5 .
With that we can find the steady-state probability of each state.
In particular, we are interested in the two blocking scenarios states that abovementioned: π(a 1 , . . . , a n |a n ≥ 1). Therefore, the R SPG can be expressed as follows: 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n |a n ≥ 1).
The first term depicts the exhaustion blocking when the arrival request finds all m·n TWCs occupied. The second term corresponds to the group input blocking, when there are idle channels on the destination fiber and free TWCs, but the contended request is still blocked due to lack of enough groups.
Equations (1)- (3) and (7) dictate fixed-point relationship and can be solved by self-constrained iteration. This method is frequently used in calculating interacting Markovian process. Begin with a random variable, through several iterations the blocking performance will be calculated and solved. More details about SCI method can be found in [20] - [22] . N number of input/output Fibers in ROADM; M number of wavelengths on each fiber; n number of groups equipped in SPG architecture; m number of TWCs installed in each group; η (f ) Poisson traffic Intensity offered on output fiber f; β exponential leave rate of the each request; v arrival rate of the collided request that the destined fiber has free wavelength channels; P SPG ,(f ) block blocking probability of fiber f; P SPG block overall blocking probability; R SPG probability that the collided wavelength cannot get access to a TWC.
Numerical Results and Performance Analysis
In this section, we provide a comparison of results obtained via simulation and analytical models proposed for SPG architecture. The proposed architecture is compared in terms of blocking probability as a function of multiple variables such as η, n and m. For the proposed paper, β equals to 1 throughout the simulation and analysis. Thus, the traffic load can be expressed by the traffic
. Though the analysis of blocking probability is conducted in a nodal degree, it actually reflects the performance of network as a whole. In our design, a data center network [16] is considered by a core switch stacking multiple ROADM rings, in which top-of-rack switches are added from or dropped to the rings via fixed lasers and tunable receivers, respectively. Thus, there exists no contention in the ring and wavelength collided only in the core switch. As a result, blocking probability due to contention is investigated instead of the call blocking probability of a network. Results will show that the proposal can not only enlarge the capacity of network but can also be cost-effective in saving the number of optical amplifiers.
In the proposed architecture, the worst case comes when the arrival collided request interrupted the future use of collided wavelength using the same wavelength to output in the same group. To prevent the worst scenario, reconfigurable WSS are used to avoid contention. According to [23] , a fast remotely reconfigurable WSS can provide nanosecond, on-the-fly reconfiguration. Thus, the nodal blocking due to the SPG structure solely depends on the total groups of transponders provided and the number of TWCs in each group.
Numerical Results against all combinations of m and n
Under even traffic distribution conditions, Fig. 6 shows the blocking performance for a degree-4 ROADM with 12 wavelengths and traffic intensity equals 0.5 as a function of n and m. Other traffic intensity is also tested but there isn't much difference between that. The aforementioned two variables with different ranges are plotted to give the blocking performance of the proposed SPG scheme.
Three-dimensional results in Fig. 6(a) and (b) clearly shows that the SPG analytical model is in close agreement with the simulated results. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) further verifies this by plotting 2D blocking performance against the increasing number of n and m respectively. According to Fig. 7(a) , the optimal results of SPG can be obtained in all cases if n is big enough. In extreme cases when m equals to 1, only 50% of TWCs (NM/2 equals to 24) are required to obtain the optimal blocking performance under moderate traffic. Although such scenario will save the number of TWCs to the maximum extent, this is not an economic practice because n increases will result in an increase in the PS-WSS module, which is more expensive than TWCs. Thus, the other economic practice is needed by restricting n as small as possible. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , if n is less than N, blocking performance cannot approach the optimal one, regardless of the increase of m. According to Fig. 7(a) , optimal blocking performance can be obtained if n and m are restricted to N and M/2, respectively. Fig. 8 further explains this 50% TWCs installment are adequate to obtain the optimal blocking performance at all traffic loads. Obviously, when n is less than N, the optimal blocking performance cannot be achieved especially when traffic loads are light. This is reasonable that in these scenarios the blocking is mainly caused by group limits, which is inevitable when n is less than N. When the traffic loads are high the blocking performance of three groups (75% of the total) outperforms that of 4 groups because only 50% TWCs are installed in this scenario. The contention occurs due to TWCs exhaustion is naturally more serious in 50% TWCs than in 75% case. 
Numerical Results against different traffic loads
Conclusion
We propose a flexible Shared-per-group architecture for WSS based ROADM to support dynamic networks. Using the shared-per-group scheme, the proposed scheme can achieve the same blocking performance as SPN architecture without any switching matrix. Besides, analytical results are compared among all combinations of m and n. Results showed that the proposed SPG scheme is a good practice for wavelength conversion, which requires lower costs to obtain equivalent blocking performance than the conventional ROADM in general.
